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About This Talk
● Many popular fuzzers are Code Coverage Guided
○ aﬂ, honggfuzz, syzkaller, …

● Easy for open source project
○ https://clang.llvm.org/docs/SanitizerCoverage.html

● How about the close sourced binaries ?
○ DBI is the most choice
■ Dynamorio, Frida stalker, ...

○ SBI is cooler, and faster
■ There are some existing SBI tools, seems no perfect solutions yet
■ I have new ideas for the implementation
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What is SBI/DBI ?

[Static | Dynamic] Binary Instrumentation
Analysing
programs at
compile/buildtime

Analysing
programs at
run-time

Analysing
programs at
machine code
level, without
having access
to source code
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The act of adding extra code to a
program to measure its
performance, diagnose errors
and write trace information
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Well, start from scratch now.
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My First Idea
PE
Macho
ELF

Analyze

Export

Origin
ASM
File

Instrument

Build
Instrumented
ASM File

Instrumented
Binary

“Source Code” at
Assembly Level
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IDA2MASM: My First Solution For PE
EXE
DLL
SYS

Analyze

Export

Origin
ASM
File

Instrument
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Build
Instrumented
ASM File

Instrumented
PE
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Export ASM File
● Export ALL to one ASM ﬁle by using IDA menu “File ->
Produce File -> Create ASM File”

○ Shortcut “Alt+F10”
○ MASM may cost many hours/days to assemble one ASM ﬁle

● The script API can be used to export from an address range

TIP: Before exporting,
“Unhide All” first
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Split By Segments
● Manually load all
segments, including
Header and .rsrc
● Enum all segments to
dump, except for
Header and .reloc
● Segments may share
the same name, append
their address to be
unique

Header
.text
.rdata
.data
.xxx
.pdata
.rsrc
.reloc
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Discard
.text_(addr).asm
.rdata_(addr).asm
.data_(addr).asm
.xxx_(addr).asm
.pdata_(addr).asm
.rsrc_(addr).asm
Discard
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Symbol References
● Expose a symbol to linker explicitly
○ public xxx_symbol
○ xxx_label ::
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Symbol References
● Expose a symbol to linker explicitly
○ public xxx_symbol
○ xxx_symbol ::

● Declare the external symbols
○ extern sub_xxx:proc
○ extern byte_xxx:byte
○ extern qword_xxx:qword
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Symbol References
Xref

.pdata_180186000.asm

.text_180001000.asm

...

public algn_1800012E2

extern algn_1800012E2:proc

…

...

algn_1800012E2:: align (8)

...

...
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Symbol References
● Scan all the items from MinEA() to MaxEA()
● For each item, get all Xrefs list To its address
○ If no Xref, skip the item
○ If has Xrefs, make its name public
■ For each item in the Xrefs list, if not in the same segment, add an extern
declaration for that item.
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Instrumentation points
● Scan all functions
from all segments
● For each function,
scan all code
blocks
● For each block,
make a comment
“InstrumentHere”
as a hint
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Instrumentation
During the post-processing of the asm ﬁles, insert the trampoline
instructions before the comment string “InstrumentHere”
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Re-Assemble
Damn MASM !
● Too many grammar errors (Cost me lots of time 😑)
○ Tune later
○ Fixed by a python script during ASM ﬁle pre-processing stage

● Symbol max length limitation
○ rename to a short name

● MASM is too ancient, maybe I should try other assemblers 🤔
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Tune Grammar List (Partial)
IDA ASM

MASM

retn

ret

dd rva xxx_symbol

dd imagerel xxx_symbol

align 10h

align (10h)

movq

movd

xmmword

oword

call cs:xxx_symbol

call qword ptr xxx_symbol

jmp short xxx_symbol

jmp xxx_symbol

…...

…...
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Link Issue
● The API symbols from the imports table are undeﬁned
● Don’t know what’s the lib ﬁle to link with
● Maybe some import symbols are from private SDKs
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Link Solution
● Enum all import
modules
● Create a def ﬁle
for each module
● call lib.exe to
generate the lib
ﬁle from def ﬁle
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Patch The New Built Binary
● Patch the PE header, such as data directory
○ export data directory points to the location of the symbol ExportDir
○ exception data directory points to the location of the symbol
ExceptionDir
○ ...

● Fix the data entry in the .rsrc segment
○ data entry value is relative to image base address

● All is in one script for automation
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Run & Test,
Crash
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Crash Root Cause
● unrecognized pointer

○ dq oﬀset xxx_symbol

● unrecognized image based relative value
○ dd rva xxx_symbol

● unrecognized function based relative value

○ a compression-encoded value for exception handling
○ refer to:
https://devblogs.microsoft.com/cppblog/making-cpp-exception-handling-smaller-x64

I will talk how to ﬁx these issues later
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IDA2MASM works ﬁne now
But it’s not suitable for full-automation
Due to some corner cases of grammar tuning
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Thinking deeper,
I have another idea
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Think Of The Essence
push rax
mov rcx, 1
...
Code

No Xref, Write
data directly

jmp loc_xxx
call sub_xxx
lea rcx, qword_xxxx
...

PE
Macho
ELF

db 0, 1, 2, 3
dq 6, 7, 8, 9
...
Data

Has Xref, need
to fix the symbol
reference

dq offset sub_xxx
dd rva loc_xxx
...
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All is
Xrefs

Think Of The Essence
Header is
also data
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call cs:qword_xxx

dq oﬀset qword_xxx
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
1. Scan all the instructions from MinEA() to MaxEA(), record their
addresses as the old coordinate system.
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
1. Scan all the instructions from MinEA() to MaxEA(), record their
addresses as the old coordinate system.
2. During the scanning, output the machine code for each
instruction.
a. If the instruction has no reference, output its machine code directly.
b. Otherwise, output its opcode ﬁrst, then output dummy bytes as
place holder and record its address and reference type into a ﬁx
table.
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
1. Scan all the instructions from MinEA() to MaxEA(), record their
addresses as the old coordinate system.
2. During the scanning, output the machine code for each
instruction.
a. If the instruction has no reference, output its machine code directly.
b. Otherwise, output its opcode ﬁrst, then output dummy bytes as
place holder and record its address and reference type into a ﬁx
table.

3. During the scanning, insert the trampoline instructions before
the instruction with comment “InstrumentHere”.
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
1. Scan all the instructions from MinEA() to MaxEA(), record their
addresses as the old coordinate system.
2. During the scanning, output the machine code for each
instruction.
a. If the instruction has no reference, output its machine code directly.
b. Otherwise, output its opcode ﬁrst, then output dummy bytes as
place holder and record its address and reference type into a ﬁx
table.

3. During the scanning, insert the trampoline instructions before
the instruction with comment “InstrumentHere”.
4. After the scanning, the size of temporary output binary ﬁle
will be larger.
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
1. Scan all the instructions from MinEA() to MaxEA(), record their
addresses as the old coordinate system.
2. During the scanning, output the machine code for each instruction.
a. If the instruction has no reference, output its machine code directly.
b. Otherwise, output its opcode ﬁrst, then output dummy bytes as place
holder and record its address and reference type into a ﬁx table.

3. During the scanning, insert the trampoline instructions before the
instruction with comment “InstrumentHere”.
4. After the scanning, the size of temporary output binary ﬁle will be
larger.
5. Compute the new coordinate of each instruction in the temporary
binary ﬁle, record them as the new coordinate system.
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
1. Scan all the instructions from MinEA() to MaxEA(), record their
addresses as the old coordinate system.
2. During the scanning, output the machine code for each instruction.
a. If the instruction has no reference, output its machine code directly.
b. Otherwise, output its opcode ﬁrst, then output dummy bytes as place
holder and record its address and reference type into a ﬁx table.

3. During the scanning, insert the trampoline instructions before the
instruction with comment “InstrumentHere”.
4. After the scanning, the size of temporary output binary ﬁle will be
larger.
5. Compute the new coordinate of each instruction in the temporary
binary ﬁle, record them as the new coordinate system.
6. Fix the place holder according to the ﬁx table and the new
coordinate system.
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
1. Scan all the instructions from MinEA() to MaxEA(), record their addresses
as the old coordinate system.
2. During the scanning, output the machine code for each instruction.

a. If the instruction has no reference, output its machine code directly.
b. Otherwise, output its opcode ﬁrst, then output dummy bytes as place holder and
record its address and reference type into a ﬁx table.

3. During the scanning, insert the trampoline instructions before the
instruction with comment “InstrumentHere”.
4. After the scanning, the size of temporary output binary ﬁle will be larger.
5. Compute the new coordinate of each instruction in the temporary binary
ﬁle, record them as the new coordinate system.
6. Fix the place holder according to the ﬁx table and the new coordinate
system.
7. Finally, we got a new instrumented binary ﬁle.
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My Second Idea (Algorithm)
● It rewrites the binary directly, regardless of the ﬁle format
● It could be cross-platform in theory
● The key point is ﬁxing all the symbol references (relocations),
and it seems too complicated to implement ...
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Thinking Of IDA2MASM Again
● What does the MASM do ?
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Thinking Of IDA2MASM Again
● What does the MASM do ?
● What happens during the build process ?
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Thinking Of IDA2MASM Again
● What does the MASM do ?
● What happens during the build process ?
● Why don’t have to ﬁx the references manually during the
process of IDA2MASM ?
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Linker Does The Magic
● MASM just translates the ASM to machine code, and adds the
symbols to the object ﬁle :

○ public xxx_symbol
-> One symbol record
○ extern xxx_symbol:type -> One symbol record + One relocation record

● It is the linker that helps to ﬁx the symbol references in the ﬁnal
binary ﬁle
● So, can I directly generate the object ﬁles and make the linker
help me do the ﬁx ?
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IDA2Obj: My Second Solution
Analyze

Instrument &
Export

PE
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Link
Instrumented
Obj File

Instrumented
PE
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Object File Format
● Object ﬁle is COFF (Common Object File Format)
○ Details: refer to https://www.ti.com/lit/an/spraao8/spraao8.pdf
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cough: Object File Writer
● Repo : https://github.com/d3dave/cough
● Install: pip install cough
● Tutorial:
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Don’t reinvent
the wheels
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Encapsulate Some Primitives
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SegDumper
class SegDumper
FillData() -> abstract
Extend

Extend

class CodeSegDumper

class DataSegDumper

FillData()

FillData()
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Dump Objects
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Instrumentation & Trampoline
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link.bat
rem Usage: link.bat GdiPlus dll/exe/sys afl/trace [/RELEASE] [option 1] [option 2]
SET batpath=%~dp0
"%batpath%bin\link.exe" /OUT:"%1\%1.%3.%2" /PDB:"%1\%1.%3.pdb" /DEBUG /%2
/DEF:"%1\exports_%3.def" %4 %5 %6 "%1\libs\*.lib" "%1\objs\%3\*.obj"
"%batpath:~0,-5%payloads\%3_payload64.obj" /MACHINE:X64 /ERRORREPORT:PROMPT
/INCREMENTAL:NO /NOLOGO /GUARD:NO /MANIFEST:NO /NODEFAULTLIB /DYNAMICBASE /NXCOMPAT
/SECTION:.pdata,R
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Integrate With WinAFL
● The key point is passing the bitmap area to the instrumented
binary
○ aﬂ-fuzz.exe uses CreateFileMapping to create shared memory
○ harness.exe uses OpenFileMapping to fetch the shared memory

● Do some modiﬁcations from a good example
○ refer to: https://github.com/wmliang/pe-aﬂ/tree/master/AFL
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Architecture
target1.dll
__aﬂ_area_ptr
TIP:
Enlarge the
MAP_SIZE
when
intrumententing
more modules

target2.dll
__aﬂ_area_ptr

aﬂ-fuzz.exe
aﬂ_shm_XXX

pipe

harness.exe
aﬂ_shm_XXX

mapped
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__aﬂ_maybe_log
● Multi-threads support

○ __aﬂ_prev_locs is an array
with the tid as its index
○ clear to zero before each
fuzz iteration loop

● Multi-modules support

○ __aﬂ_area_ptr is exported
○ set to the shared memory
address by harness
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Harness
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Harness
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Harness
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Demo
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Summary
● I just let the linker help me ﬁx the symbol references
○ However, the linker also generated some redundant data, such as
the PE header, which makes me cannot reuse the old PE header
○ Maybe I can hijack link.exe and only exploit its function of ﬁxing
symbol relocations

● It could be cross-platform in theory
○ But I just made it come true for 64-bit PE

● It is as fast as the compiler instrumentation with source code
● The new binary could be equivalent to the old one, if all the
cross references analysis is right
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The Real Challenge & The Solution
Challenge :
The precondition of the solutions is that the analysis result from
IDA is correct.
For some reasons, sometimes IDA couldn't recognize some
pointers or relative values. And it may lead to the crash issues.
Solution :
Create assistant scripts to help IDA analyze before exporting.
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FixPointer.py
Scan suspicious pointers
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FixRVA.py
There are some image
based relative values
not recognized, mainly
exist in the jump table
of switch-case
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FixRVA.py
Before ﬁx:
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After ﬁx:
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FixEH.py
● IDA supports to analyze the exception handling data structures
since version 7.0
● However, there are still some data structures cannot be
recognized
○ Maybe because of the UNDOC data structures ?
○ There are some function relative values in FH4
■ refer to:
https://github.com/light-tech/MSCpp/blob/master/include/msvc/ehdata4_export.h

○ The script to parse and ﬁx is too long to display here
■ the core logic is writing a parser according to the referred ehdata4_export.h
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FixEH.py
Before ﬁx:
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After ﬁx:
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FH4
● __CxxFrameHandler4, dubbed as FH4
● A new feature to reduce the binary size of C++ exception
handling on x64
● Some function relative values are compressed and saved into
.rdata segment
● The relative values will be larger due to the instrumentation
● It means the .rdata segment could be enlarged too
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Compression Scheme of FH4
; align (2)
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Solution For FH4
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Takeaway
● Two SBI implementations
○ IDA2MASM : https://github.com/jhftss/IDA2MASM
○ IDA2Obj : https://github.com/jhftss/IDA2Obj

● One SBI algorithm
○ Binary rewrite directly
○ Cross-platform in theory
○ Not implemented yet

● Some IDAPython scripts to assist the analysis
● The reposities will be open source later, private now
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Future Plan
● Bugﬁx
○ Welcome to report issues and pull request

● Integrate with other fuzzers
● Try to make the cross-platform idea come true
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Mickey Jin (@patch1t) of Trend Micro

